
1

When a team timeout is taken by the team in 
ball control in the backcourt the Trail official 
should communicate both verbally and 
visually to both coaches, players and 
partners how much time is left to advance 
across the division line?

TRUE FALSE

2
Should an official stop play during the dead 
ball period that follows a made field goal to 
untangle the net.

No Yes

3

Is it legal for the scorer’s table to remove the 
game time or shot clock time & display the 
countdown for a team timeout. Disqualified 
player or a player with blood?

Yes No

For a team timeout only. 
All other situations the 
time will be kept at the 

table.

4

A technical foul is assessed against Team A. 
B6 replaces B1 and makes both free throws. 
After the final free throw B1 is at the table and 
wants to re-enter the game for a different B 
player.

Legal Ilegal

5

An official tosses the ball for the opening 
jump. The ball is immediately tied up 
between A2 and B3. The officials confer and 
cannot tell if one had possession first and rule 
simultaneous possession and a held ball

 We will toss it again with 
the same two jumpers

We will toss it again and 
any two players may jump

6

After ending their dribble, A1 jumps into the 
air on a try for goal. They are contested and 
voluntarily throw the ball to the playing court 
and A1 is the first to touch. A1 has 
committed:

Double Dribble Travel Legal Play

7

With 4 seconds left on the game clock in the 
4th quarter. Team A is inbounding from the 
baseline. As A2 catches the ball the official 
recognizes the game clock was already 
running.

The official adjusts the 
game clock and the 
inbounds spot is the 

original throw in spot on 
the baseline

The official adjusts the 
game clock and the 
inbounds is from the 

nearest of 4 designated 
throw in spots

The official adjusts the 
game clock and the 

inbounds spot is nearest to 
where A2 contacted the 

inbounds throw

8

An official is standing in the frontcourt and is 
struck by a pass from A1 who is in the 
backcourt. After touching the official the ball 
rebounds to the backcourt where A1 grabs 
the ball and begins to dribble.

Legal and the 10 second 
backcourt count starts over

Legal and the 10 second 
backcourt stays the same

Illegal and is a backcourt 
violation

9

B1 is directly behind the backboard before A1 
jumps for a layup. The forward momentum of 
airborne shooter A1 carries them into B1 and 
displaces them.

No Foul
Blocking Foul, this area is 
part of the restricted area

 Offensive foul, this area is 
not part of the restricted 

area

10
When the Center official has a 5 count in 
progress and the Lead rotates the Center 
should stop the count?

TRUE FALSE

11

A1 is dribbling in the backcourt when an 
official calls a double foul against A1 and B2 
in the frontcourt. The fouls are ruled personal 
fouls

 A retains possession and 
the ball is put in play at its 
point of interruption in the 
backcourt. Shot clock does 

not reset

A retains possession and 
the ball is put in play at its 
point of interruption in the 

backcourt. Shot clock 
resets

The ball is put in play at 
the division line and the 
shot clock is set at “20”

12
Before a free throw by A1 is in fight, A2 
pushes B3, then A3 steps into the lane. Team 
A is in the bonus.

Team A loses the right to 
shoot free throws

Team A commits an 
offensive foul. Team A 
shoots the free throws 

after the foul is reported to 
the table

Team A commits an 
offensive foul. A1 shoots 

the bonus free throws with 
an empty lane
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13

At the 8 minute mark on the game clock 
countdown before start time, Team B 
provides the scorer’s table with their roster 
and starting lineup. With 2 minutes on the 
clock, they add a player to the roster.

Team B shoots 4 
administrative technical 
free throws. The game is 
then started with a jump 

ball

Team B shoots 2 
administrative technical 
free throws. Team B then 
gets the ball at the division 

line

Team B shoots 4 
administrative technical 
free throws. Team B then 
gets the ball at the division 

line

14

Team A is in the bonus. A1 is fouled and 
appears to be injured. At the proper time an 
official stops the game. Team A’s coach 
request and is granted a team timeout. 
During the timeout it becomes obvious that 
A1 down not require a substitute. After the 
warning horn, Team A sent A4 to the scorer’s 
table to replace A1 to shoot the free throws.

A1 shall be required to 
attempt the free throws

A4 may enter for A1 and 
shoot the free throws

15 When the foul occurs prior to the shot it is 
permissible to verbally say “on the floor”?

TRUE FALSE

16

A1 attempts a try that strikes the rim and is 
unsuccessful. The ball rebounds into Team 
A’s backcourt where Team B knocks it out of 
bounds.

Team A ball and the shot 
clock is set at “20”

 Team A ball and the shot 
clock is set at “30”

17
A1 while dribbling, touches B1, who is 
standing on a sideline.

Illegal since B1 is in contact 
with the sideline. This also 

makes A1 out of bounds

Legal, A1 is inbounds. 
Touching an individual who 
is standing on the sideline 

is not an out of bounds 
violation

18

A1 scores a 3 point field goal with 46:2 
seconds on the game clock in the 4th quarter. 
Before the clock starts, Team B’s coach 
request a review as they believe it was a 2 
point field goal. Substitutes were at the table 
when Team B’s coach requested the timeout. 
The review shows it was a 3 point field goal 
and Team B is charged with a timeout.

No substitutes are allowed 
to enter in the last minute 

for a review stoppage 
requested by a coach

No substitutes are allowed 
because the review was 

confirmed

All substitutes may enter 
since Team B was 

charged a timeout after the 
call was confirmed

19
Prior to the game, one of the teams leaves 
the court. May the other team warm up at 
both baskets until the team returns?

Yes No

20
During an alternating possession throw-in by 
Team A. A3 fouls B4 when the ball is at the 
disposal of A1 for a throw-in.

Team A has committed an 
offensive foul and the ball 

shall be awarded to Team B 
at a spot nearest the 

location of the foul. Team A 
retains possession of the 

arrow

Team A has committed an 
offensive foul and the ball 

shall be awarded to Team B 
at a spot nearest the 

location of the foul. Team B 
gets possession of the 

arrow

21

While there no stop clock signal for out of 
bound violations we should always stop the 
clock prior to signaling a 10 second 
backcourt violation?

TRUE FALSE

22
Playing time has expired with the score tied. 
A1 is assessed a technical foul as they move 
to their bench area.

Overtime starts with 2 free 
throws by Team B and then 

a jump ball

Overtime starts with 2 free 
throws by Team B. Team 
B then gets possession at 

the division line. The arrow 
goes to Team A after the 

throw in

Overtime starts with 2 free 
throws by Team B. Team B 
then gets possession at the 

division line. The arrow 
goes to Team B after the 

throw in

23
Team A’s coach is assessed a technical 
while the ball is in flight. The try for goal is 
good.

The basket is waived off. 
Team B gets 2 free throws 
and the ball at the division 

line

The basket is good. Team B 
gets 2 free throws and is 
awarded the ball under 

Team A’s basket.

The basket is good. Team B 
gets 2 free throws and is 
awarded the ball at the 

division line



24

Team A has control of the ball in the 
backcourt when a Team B player drops a 
water cup that spills into the court. The 
official correctly stops the game.

The ball will be in-bounded 
nearest its location at the 

point of stoppage. 10 
second backcourt count 

stays the same as the point 
of interruption

The ball will be in-bounded 
nearest its location at the 
point of stoppage. Team A 

gets a new 10 second 
backcourt count

25

The correct signal for a coach calling 
successive 30 second timeouts to allow 
players to sit is one hand fingertips tap the 
shoulder and the other hand signaling 2 to 
indicate it is 2 timeouts.

TRUE FALSE


